Mittens
Designed for the Knifty Knitter Loom Set
© 2007 Bethany Dailey

Supplies:
Knifty Knitter Round Blue Loom
~100 yds Super Bulky Yarn (6) for adult size
Sample uses Lion Brand Wool Ease Thick & Quick in claret
~70 yds Bulky Yarn (5) for child size
Sample uses Bernat Ping Pong in blazing blue
~6mm Crochet Hook ~Yarn Needle

Pattern Key & How-to’s
~ Cable CO: see instructions on Twisted Stitches... http://Gettin’ItPegged.com
~ WY: working yarn connected to skein.
~ KO: lift the bottom loop over the top loop, and over the top of the peg, to the inside of the loom.
~ K: fine gauge knitting method...lay the WY across the outside of the loom, over the top of the existing loop. KO.
~ P: lay the WY across the outside of the loom, under the existing loop. Reach down through loop with tool, snag WY and pull through making a new loop. KO old loop to the inside of the loom and replace new loop onto peg. Remove slack.
~ PK: panel knit...method of knitting a flat piece of knitted material. See diagram.

Adult Mittens
~ Cable CO to your blue loom. Place an additional loop onto the first peg to complete the CO in the round.
~ Rows 1-10: single ribbing in the round...K1, P1, K1, P1...keeping Knits over Knits and Purls over Purls on each row.
~ Rows 11-16: E-wrap Knit all pegs in round.

Thumb
~ Panel Knit E-wrap pegs 1-5 for 20 rows.

Hand
~ Rows 17-30: E-wrap Knit all pegs in round. *Note: the number of rows needed may need to be modified to fit finger length.

Fingertip Shaping
~ Rows 31 &32: K1, E-wrap1, K1, E-wrap1... alternate every peg in this pattern, in the round.
~ Row 33: Move every 3rd loop one peg to the right. E-wrap knit the remaining 16 pegs w/ loops 2 over 1.
Row 34: On each of the 8 remaining pairs of loops, move the loop on the left to the right. E-wrap Knit 2 over 1 on 8 remaining pegs with loops.

Trim WY to 20” and thread onto yarn needle. Gather Bind Off remaining 8 pegs. Cinch.

Turn mitten inside out. Sew through loose rows of shaping to close any holes, and shape into rounded closure. Weave in end and trim.

Use the remaining length of yarn on needle to stitch sides of thumb closed. Weave in ends and trim.

Repeat for 2nd mitten!

**Kid Mittens**

Cable CO to 20 pegs of your blue loom. *Note: if you are making an extra small size, this width may need to be modified.

Rows 1, 3, 5, 7, 9: PK in the single ribbed method...K1, P1, K1, P1...all 20 pegs.

Rows 2, 4, 6, 8, 10: PK in the single ribbed method...P1, K1, P1, K1...all 20 pegs.

Rows 11-16: E-wrap knit all pegs in PK.

**Thumb**

Panel Knit E-wrap pegs 1-4 for 18 rows. *Note: the number of rows may need to be adjusted for thumb length.

Rows 17-30: E-wrap PK all 20 pegs. *Note: the number of rows needed may need to be modified to fit finger length.

**Hand**

Rows 31: K1, E-wrap1, K1, E-wrap1... continue this pattern to end of row.

Rows 32: E-wrap1, K1, E-wrap1, K1... continue this pattern to end of row.

Row 33: Beginning with peg #1, move every other loop one peg to the left. E-wrap Knit 2 loops over 1 on the remaining 10 pegs.

Row 34: Beginning with peg #20, move every other loop to the right, above the existing loop. You will now have 5 pegs with 2 loops on them, with 3 empty pegs between each. E-wrap Knit 2 loops over 1 on the remaining 5 pegs.

Trim WY to 36” and thread onto yarn needle. Gather Bind Off remaining 5 pegs. Cinch.

Turn mitten inside out. Sew through loose rows of shaping to close any holes, and shape into rounded closure.

Mattress Stitch sides of mitten and thumb closed. Weave in all ends and trim.

Repeat for 2nd mitten!